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Abstract

High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is an upgrade of LHC to achieve higher luminosities, thereby enabling experiments to reach better physics sensitivity.
Operation of HL-LHC is scheduled to start in 2026 with an instantaneous luminosity of 7.5 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 .
In order to cope with the luminosity at HL-LHC, the trigger and readout systems need to be upgraded.
The design for the Level-0 endcap muon trigger of the ATLAS experiment at HL-LHC and the status of the development are presented.

Level-0 endcap muon trigger for HL-LHC
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In the original scheme for the first level of the muon trigger, muon track candidates are identified by
simple coincidence logic in on-detector boards and the transverse momentum (pT) is evaluated by look-up
tables in off-detector trigger logic boards.
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In the new Level-0 endcap muon trigger for HL-LHC, all hit information is transferred from the ondetector boards to off-detector boards. Track segments are reconstructed in the Thin Gap Chamber on the
Big Wheel (TGC BW) due to the availability of the individual hits. TGC is a multi-wire proportional chamber
which measures two-dimensional position using signals from wires and strips orthogonal to the wires. TGC
BW consists of three stations. Station M1, M2 and M3 have three, two and two layers respectively.
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The main source of background in the muon endcap system is low-momentum charged particles
emerging from the endcap toroid magnets (fake muons). Triggers by the fake muons are suppressed by
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combining the signals from various subdetectors, TGC in the Endcap Inner station (TGC EI), Resistive Plate
Chambers in the barrel inner station (RPC BIS78), New Small Wheel (NSW), and Tile hadronic calorimeter
EIL4
Figure 1.3: Two R-Z views of the Phase-II ATLAS muon spectrometer layout showing a smal
(TileCal).
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After muon track candidates are provided by TGC BW and various subdetectors, the Monitored Drift Tube
(MDT) is used to improve the pT resolution at the Level-0 muon trigger.
The trigger logic is provided for each sector defined by the boundaries of combinations of RPC and TGC
chambers, implemented in Sector Logic (SL). SL communicates with electronics of various detectors. Main
functions of SL is implemented on one FPGA. The Virtex UltraScale(+) FPGAs provided by Xilinx are assumed
8
for the FPGA on SL.
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Distributions of the difference of the
polar angle (∆θ) between the TGC track
segment and the track segment
reconstructed by the ATLAS full offline
analysis.
Track segments are reconstructed with
an average angular resolution of 4 mrad.

Δθ

Distributions of the difference of the polar angle (Dq) between the TGC track segment
by the pattern matching for the trigger threshold of 20 GeV and the track segment
by the ATLAS full offline analysis. MC sample is used, where a muon is produced
T in a range 1–100 GeV. No pile-up is involved. The red, blue, and green histograms
C track segments reconstructed with seven, six, and five hits, respectively, over the
he black histogram shows the sum of them.

Trigger scheme using inner detectors

1.05 < |η| < 1.3 :
pT is determined from a combination of the position and the angle of the
TGC BW track segments and the positions of the hits in the TGC EI, RPC
l Endcap Sector Logic, at least two (one) hits are required in the inner three
and
and atBIS78
least three
hits TileCal.
are required in the outer four layers for wires (strips)

hits in the endcap middle station. In the Endcap Sector Logic for HL-LHC, a
dence of at least five (four) hits in seven (six) layers for wires (strips) will be
duct of the acceptance and the efficiency is expected to be improved to more
w per cent Thigher than the original system.
8.4 Sector Logic
ack candidates are provided by the combination of the TGC track segments
middle station and the information from other detectors. Figure 8.13 shows
f the combination. The transverse momentum of a muon candidate in 1.05 <
y
etermined from a combination of the position and the angle of the TGC track
the positions of the hits in the TGCs in the endcap inner station, the RPCs in
on, and the Tile calorimeter. The transverse momentum of a muon candidate
< 2.4 is determined from the polar angle difference between the TGC track
the track segment reconstructed in NSW.

1.3 < |η| < 2.4 :
p is determined from the polar angle difference (!) between the TGC BW
track segments and the tracks reconstructed in NSW.

algorithm introduced above covers the region 1.05 < |h | < 2.4. Although the
TGC (EI)
GC layers in 2.4 < |h | < 2.7 is limited (three wire layers and two strip layers),
could, in principle, be extended to the region 1.05 < |h | < 2.7 by a coincidence
Tile calorimeter
W track segments and the hits in the existing TGC layers.
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Compared to the Run-2 trigger
- higher efficiency in the plateau
region due to the looser coincidence
- better rejection for low pT muons
thanks to the good angular resolution
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Expected trigger rate was obtained from a Run-2 data taken with random
trigger and overlaid to account for higher luminosity points.
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- The obtained value for 20 GeV
threshold is about 30 kHz. If this new
trigger logic could be adopted in Run2
(~1 x 1034 cm−2 s−1), trigger rate would
be reduced to ~3 kHz (compared to
the actual trigger rate of 6 kHz)
- Further rate reduction by ~50% in the
next step with MDT is expected
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Initial test of TGC segment reconstruction
A test firmware of TGC pattern matching algorithm is implemented in an
FPGA to estimate performance.
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Expected efficiency to offline muons of the new trigger algorithm was
obtained from a single muon MC simulation sample.
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Trigger performance of the Level-0 endcap muon trigger (not including
the more precise pT measurement in MDT) was evaluated.
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Improvement of trigger performance

TGC track segment reconstruction
Track segments are reconstructed in TGC with a pattern matching
algorithm that compares the TGC hits with predefined hit lists for high-pT
muons. Each predefined hit pattern has angle and position associated to a
track segment.
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Test result with the evaluation kit VCU118.
Test vectors of TGC hits is obtained from
Monte-Carlo (MC) sample and used as the
FPGA inputs.
The angular resolution estimated from the
offline analysis is reproduced in the test.
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Expected memory usage for the full " range is about 100 Mbit, which is
one-third of RAM resources on XCVU9P.

Figure 3: Distribution of the polar angle difference Δθ between a track segment reconstructed by a
pattern matching algorithm with Thin Gap Chamber (TGC) hits assumed to be used in the Level-0
muon trigger at HL-LHC and a track segment reconstructed by an offline algorithm based on
z
Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) hits. Precise measurement of the track segment angle is profited to
determine muon transverse momentum and obtain sharper efficiency turn-on curves. The TGC
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